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This book isn't for beginners, it's for the 99% of sports bettors don't even know what they don't

know. This is the first explicit guide to what the game really is. There are no easy systems or

gimmicks here because there aren't any in real life. There's just hard work and math and the key

formulas necessary to be a professional sports bettor or an astute part-time player, and the key

ideas to get you started properly handicapping. No book can give you talent but this book should

make anyone a break-even player, and point those who DO have talent in the right direction.
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A real eye opener for the casual bettor. The guys who do this for a living put in far more time than

we can ever imagine.Very generous of True PokerJoe to share his insights. For anyone interested

in sports betting this a must read. Bettors of all skill levels will definitely deepen their knowledge.A+

Poker Joe gives an honest and straightforward look into all aspects of sports betting. I learned more



from this one book than from all other sources to date. Be prepared to dive in deep, understand

complex concepts, and work with math and spreadsheets. Most importantly: learn how to be honest

with yourself.

This book is actually worth 5 times more, it's a must have if you've just approached or you are stuck

in the cruel world of sportsbetting. Book will give you good fundamentals and a healthy mindset on

all the topics related to betting. Pokerjoe is an experienced pro gambler and he shows things how

they really are, if you are realistic guy looking to win money this read is for you.

I can't remember, been too long since I read it, so I'm reading it again, thanks, Jim.

Very informative read for anyone interested in sportsbetting.This book will definetly pay for itself

many times over, be they're a beginner, or seasoned pro.-Fishhead-

As PokerJoe puts it, if you don't have serious math skills then being a "sharp" isn't for you. There is

a ton of number crunching and database work involved in this. I think I would have to go to part time

to manage it all. But it's good to know what the Sharps are thinking and how they make decisions

since they move lines. I like the straight forward style of writing here, he cuts to the chase on

teasers, parlays and buying points. Somewhat helpful for someone in between a "Square" and a

"Sharp" (I don't think Squares read these books?), but I think I'll keep my day job. I do appreciate

his point on sports gambling mentality - it is NEVER a sport question, it's always a math question.

Very good information on Sportsbetting. I wish this book was around 25 years ago, when I first

started to bet sports. Theres a lot of good information, specifically sports betting math all in one

place

Nice book to read especially for full time professional punters
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